RecycleMania Comes To Conn
College Looks To "Trash" The Competition

By CHRIS BUONINCONTRI

This past Monday, Connecticut College officially embarked upon its first appearance in the intercollegiate recycling competition known as "RecycleMania." The contest will continue until April 12.

RecycleMania, also known as The Phoenix Capital, is a certain stimulus for the effectiveness of colleges, aiming to increase the efficacy of college recycling programs by raising awareness of them and by motivating students to recycle as much as possible in their dorms, libraries and universities.

The competition stresses recycling, especially as an intercollegiate event. It is made possible by necessary recycling efforts of our staff," said Comtess Hardenbergh '09, a member of the Renewable Energy Club. "To pull off this victory, every recyclable needs to go into the bin and not the trash.

This year's competition consists of 10 campuses across the United States, each in its own respective recycling program and campaign.

Conn's Renewable Energy Club spearheaded the College's involvement this year, campaigning for the increases in campus energy and environmental student faculty, staff, and students. The event also serves to educate students and faculty agreed to help with the preparation. Official statistics will be generated during the weighing process at the New London Recycling center.

At the time this story went to press, the school has generated an average of approximately 500 pounds of recyclable bottles, cans, and paper per day.

Members of the Renewable Energy Club believe the College can improve! But for now, bins across campus are often moved with the wrong materials. To help with this deregulation, the very paper recycling bins have been consolidated into a single tin.

The Renewable Energy Club is also sponsoring an event at Conn, where faculty, staff, and students can sign up to pledge that they will be especially careful about recycling for the duration of RecycleMania. Participants will be chosen periodically to receive various prizes.

N.L.P.D. Manhunt Ends

At Lyman Allyn Museum

By DR. PAUL CARTER

According to a story reported by The New London Day on January 7, Lyman Allyn Museum, a New London resident, attempting to evade arrest at a traffic stop for drug possession, escaped from the Lyman Allyn Museum after finally being captured by state troopers and officers of the New London police force.

A total of 16 members of law enforcement were on the scene to capture and detain the suspect, according to the help of three police dogs, along with 16 state troopers, civilians, the situation never spins. During an interview last April 12th, Mr. Campbell was stopped by East Lyme trooper Mr. Melson on the floor of the Lyman Allyn Museum on January 16th. The trooper who tracked him down was apparently able to issue a written warning when he picked up the phone and contacted the police. From Campbell's car, he was called for宇宙 the suspect, who stumbled on the road. But it couldn't get far without assistance.

Mr. Nugent stressed how the data of representation when an elected official represents a city, state, or nation, must be considered the opinions and recommendation of the various communities it represents. The Rev. Dr. Claudia Highbaugh has been appointed new director of the Deanship of Religious and Spiritual Life. Highbaugh's appointment also added news to the college's curricular and faculty search to a very short list, the competition's new executive to be more than production before.

Highbaugh Named Dean of Religious and Spiritual Life

By CHRISTIAN CLANSKY

While students buried their heads in books and notes in preparation for final exams, the college officials at Connecticut College were busy developing a new director for the college's Religious and Spiritual Life. President Fainstein's approval. The Rev. Dr. Claudia Highbaugh named the new dean of Religious and Spiritual Life.

President Fainstein hopes that this new appointment will further the community's ongoing efforts to promote diversity as it address the concerns of religious life and spirituality on campus. Highbaugh will work closely with the Dean of Multicultural Affairs, the Office for the Comparative Study of Race and Ethnicity, and Unity House, while also serving on the President's Cabinet for a Pluralistic College.

Highbaugh's appointment came as a search committee diligently scoured the field for the best possible candidates. Among those considered were scholars who have been involved in religious and spiritual work at a number of colleges and universities. Highbaugh served as a chaplain at The College of New Rochelle. Highbaugh's appointment also added news to the college's curricular and faculty search to a very short list.
College Celebrates Life of Dr. King

Connecticut College constantly takes criticism from students, faculty, and alumni about the lack of diversity on campus, and it seems unlikely that anyone could rightfully oppose this complaint. That is not to say, however, that the school is inactive in their push for pluralism on campus. This weekend, administration from the college, with the help of students and faculty, have organized events in commemoration of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. and his wife, Coretta Scott King, who passed away just this week at the age of 78.

This weekend’s events begin with “Wake Up and Dream,” which is a forum for students to perform poetry, music, dance, and prose regarding the work of Dr. King and their own hopes and fears about the future. President Fainstein along with Professors Canton and Heredia will share their thoughts with students as well. Saturday there will be a service project in the spirit of Dr. King focused on improving youth centers in New London. The final event is a student panel discussion entitled “Dr. King, are you with us?” and the question is truly an important one.

While Conn may never be entirely diverse, and its students may never share the same views on pluralism, reminder of Dr. King’s message and his message will allow the conversations about issues of injustice to continue.

So is Dr. King still with us? The question can only be answered in shades of gray, but that doesn’t mean that it’s not worth discussing. As Dr. King said (and as event posters proclaim) “Our lives begin to end the day we become silent about things that matter.” The Interim Dean of the College Community, the Interim Dean of Multicultural Affairs, and members of PICA, OVCS, Unity House, and the Office of Student Life should be commended for forcing these questions into our consciousnesses.
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OPINION

THE STATE OF THE UNIVERSITY

As students on the front lines of the globalization debate, we must consider the implications of globalization in the classroom. Future leaders must be equipped with a global perspective and the ability to understand and navigate the complexities of our interconnected world.

The role of educators is not only to impart knowledge, but also to foster critical thinking and social responsibility. By preparing students to engage with the challenges of globalization, we can ensure that the next generation is equipped to make informed decisions and contribute positively to society.

In conclusion, globalization presents both opportunities and challenges. It is up to us, as educators and students, to respond thoughtfully and strategically to the forces of globalization, ensuring that we create a global community that is just, sustainable, and equitable for all.

NICHOLAS GILL

The College Voice • Opinion

NICHOLAS GILL • VIEWPOINT

DIVERSE MORE THAN JUST SKIN-DEEP

An ANALYSIS OF SIGNIFICANT EVENTS BY NICHOLAS GILL • VIEWPOINT
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Dionne Warwick and the Brickheads will appear at Onstage at Conn. Dionne Warwick and her band, the Brickheads, will present a show Oct. 23 at the New Haven爱你音乐节. The program will include selections from Warwick's recent releases and old favorites. The concert will be held at the Klein Memorial Auditorium in New Haven.

The concert is part of the Klein's "First Ladies of Soul" series, which celebrates the legacies of female musicians who have made significant contributions to the genre.

Tickets are available for $23.50 for adults and $13 for students with a valid ID. For more information, visit the Klein's website at www.kleinmemorialauditorium.com or call 203-699-3999.

RESTLESS SOULS: Burmese Novel Proves Dark and Poignant

by Ben Thornton

The novel "Restless Souls: Burmese Novel Proves Dark and Poignant" is a captivating read that delves into the dark and profound aspects of Burmese society. Written by the acclaimed author, the novel explores the complex relationships and moral dilemmas faced by its characters.

The protagonist, a young student, becomes embroiled in a web of political intrigue and personal tragedy, as he navigates the treacherous waters of Burmese society. The novel's richly detailed descriptions and thought-provoking themes make it a must-read for anyone interested in Asian literature.

The book is available at bookstores nationwide, and can also be purchased online at www.amazon.com. For more information, visit the author's website at www.ben-thornton.com.
Roll Out The Red Carpet: It's Oscar Time

The movie awards season is in high gear and anxiety is building for those who have earned a nomination to be announced on January 31st. There have already been some awards given out, the first notable being the Golden Globes. Over the years, the Globes have proven to be accurate indicators of who will likely be nominated and/or win the Oscars. The following are the movies that have a great chance at Oscars.

Plenty of Direction in Scorsese's New Movie

BY CLARICE DOWD

Bob Dylan is arguably the most iconic American singer-songwriter he has influenced almost everyone who has played rock 'n' roll. That probably explains why The College Voice is filled with kindness, empathy, and admiration. It is a beautiful film about a regular man with a passion for folk music and his own personal journey.

Munich - Much More Than a Movie

BY CHRISTIAN CLANSKY

The 78th Annual Academy Awards will take place on March 5th with comedian Jon Stewart hosting for the first time.

Another summer means more classes, more life, and, of course, a capella. Featured here, the Chen/Dode release in the Chapel library for the all-group Valentine's Day show coming up this month. Look for all of Conn's a cappella groups to perform throughout the semester.

Parents: Subscribe to The College Voice!

The College Voice can help you stay informed. For only $50.00, you will receive 22 issues of the newspaper covering each week of the academic year. Campus news, sports, arts, entertainment, and opinion, will arrive at your mailbox each week.

Million Dollar Baby last year

Good Night and Good Luck - Another true story, actor George Clooney wrote and directed this movie about 1950s newspaper Edward R. Murrow. It provides a

Cindvellers Man - This summer movie about a Depression-era Academy Award winners Russell Crowe and Rene Zellweger under the direction of fellow winner Ron Howard. Boxing movies are typically very successful at the Oscars, like Rocky, Rocky Balboa, and Million Dollar Baby.

The Contender Gardner - From the prolific author John A.C. Cold Blood, Anthony Hopkins stars as Frank Serpico, a New York police officer trying to become a state trooper. Systematically murdered union members, police captains and others explain how the secret police has become the law. The plot thickens when the public becomes aware of the man's involvement and the man ultimately consigns his life to becoming a cop. It is a brilliant pairing of the music of a genius and the man uncomfortable with himself.

The most effective and beautiful scene in the film is footage of Dylan in Andy Warhol's "Optical Window." A great scene with Dylan in action, in the background the greatest song ever written plays in the background. He is sitting in a simple 1933 movie and turned it into a propogandist for his cause.

The film asserts Dylan's struggles with his status as America's most important artist, and in so doing universalizes the cultural, musical, and social importance he holds. Praise of Dylan's performances and interviews are intercut with images of the civil rights and important social currents of the 1960s. These stories drive home Bob Dylan's role as the voice of those protest movements and activists.

Munich is filled with ten-...
Write for sports, or else the trash like a cheap bottle of trash...
Final Semester: Yoni Meets The Seniors

Voices: Why are you here, and where do you come from?
Richard Zuckerman: I am from New York, and I live in Lambert.
CV: What is your major?
RZ: I am a double major in computer science and economics.

CV: Over the years, what has been your best class?
RZ: My freshman seminar, 'How to End Tid,' was taught by Professor English Fiction and Culture, 1911-1915.

CV: What are your plans after graduation?
RZ: Graduate school to study computer science. I got into UPenn and Brown, so far.

CV: What do you want to do with your degree?
RZ: I want to work in the technology field.

CV: What is your dream job?
RZ: A high-level research position for an AI company.

CV: What club have you been most involved with?
RZ: I like the Lambda club.

SAO: Minutes: January 26, 2006

I. Student Open Forum
a. Mike Materasso said Marshall is upset because he is a trustee of Marshall. He went to 11 different parties is that people are at odds. The definition can be that people are at odds. The definition can be part of it and that should be included. Political affiliation doesn't fall in the same category.

II. Officers' Reports
a. Owen Maloy said that every single dining services meeting they can't have the people for the bath is done for the day. They have different schedules.
b. Erika Pond introduced issue 14 of the campus newspaper. She heard that it might be for reunion weekend. It has its qualities and its problems.

c. Craig McCarrick introduced the Broomball club because Sean Goldval was unable to make it to the meeting.
d. Patty Eames has a meeting tomorrow with the students who are interested in the anime club.

II. Old Business
a. Owen Maloy says it's opening another can of worms if we are talking about the discrimination from what you live, or you're a Synagogue fan. She is a republic who are very few and they don't think it should be there.
b. Bobby Brooks said if we added something about the spring as a transparent and people and it took 2-3 time, then the real discussion will be a reality. They are not visible but they are real. Everyone disagrees with everyone on a lot of different things. It's not different in the same category when it comes to religion and sex, and they don't have the one you want. We can't change about ourselves. There was an issue about it but it is not reoccurring. She knows religion is part of it and that should be included. People are in a choice and not something you need to be vocal about.

c. Julia Jacobson said a ton of trees were cut down this morning that should be enough. We have decided on the committee that this morning that should be enough. We have decided on the committee that the anti-discrimination clause is about things that are visible. Everyone disagrees with everyone on a lot of different things. It's not different in the same category when it comes to religion and sex, and they don't have the one you want. We can't change about ourselves. There was an issue about it but it is not reoccurring. She knows religion is part of it and that should be included. People are in a choice and not something you need to be vocal about.

d. Patty Eames brought up the common hour discussion. She was thinking about the book Binge which a couple of us read it over vacation. It has its qualities and its problems.

II. New Business
a. Heather Munro said Whitman is wondering what the role the student unions have in the classroom. She heard that it might be for reunion weekend. It has its qualities and its problems.

III. Old Action
a. Owen Maloy said that everyone single dining services meeting they can't have the people for the bath is done for the day. They have different schedules.
b. Erika Pond introduced issue 14 of the campus newspaper. She heard that it might be for reunion weekend. It has its qualities and its problems.

c. Craig McCarrick introduced the Broomball club because Sean Goldval was unable to make it to the meeting.
d. Patty Eames has a meeting tomorrow with the students who are interested in the anime club.

II. Old Business
a. Owen Maloy says it's opening another can of worms if we are talking about the discrimination from what you live, or you're a Synagogue fan. She is a republic who are very few and they don't think it should be there.
b. Bobby Brooks said if we added something about the spring as a transparent and people and it took 2-3 time, then the real discussion will be a reality. They are not visible but they are real. Everyone disagrees with everyone on a lot of different things. It's not different in the same category when it comes to religion and sex, and they don't have the one you want. We can't change about ourselves. There was an issue about it but it is not reoccurring. She knows religion is part of it and that should be included. People are in a choice and not something you need to be vocal about.

c. Julia Jacobson said a ton of trees were cut down this morning that should be enough. We have decided on the committee that this morning that should be enough. We have decided on the committee that the anti-discrimination clause is about things that are visible. Everyone disagrees with everyone on a lot of different things. It's not different in the same category when it comes to religion and sex, and they don't have the one you want. We can't change about ourselves. There was an issue about it but it is not reoccurring. She knows religion is part of it and that should be included. People are in a choice and not something you need to be vocal about.

d. Patty Eames brought up the common hour discussion. She was thinking about the book Binge which a couple of us read it over vacation. It has its qualities and its problems.

II. New Business
a. Heather Munro said Whitman is wondering what the role the student unions have in the classroom. She heard that it might be for reunion weekend. It has its qualities and its problems.
Information Services News and Events

CONNECTICUT COLLEGE LIBRARY SCHOLARSHIP AWARD

Eligibility: Connecticut College senior or alumnus seeking to pursue an advanced degree in library science, book conservation or archival management. Full and part-time students are eligible.

Purpose of the award: The Connecticut College Library Award has been established to encourage the professional development of a Connecticut College senior or alumnus who wants to do graduate study in the fields mentioned above.

How to apply: Candidates will submit a current curriculum vitae and a short essay describing their plans for graduate study and explaining why they are interested in the field. If they are enrolled already in a graduate program, they should also send a transcript.

Selection: Library Scholarship Committee

Applications due by March 3.
Please send to: Mrs. Laurie M. Deredita
Chair, Library Scholarship Committee
Charles E. Shain Library
Connecticut College
270 Mohegan Avenue
New London, CT 06320
Telephone: 860-439-2654
Email: lmderedita@conn.edu

STUDY ABROAD in Sweden

Do YOUR OWN THING

Looking to study abroad in English? Don’t follow the crowd to England or Australia. Study abroad in English with The Swedish Program at Stockholm University!

info@swedishprogram.org (315) 737-0123 www.swedishprogram.org

College Night!

Every Wednesday

2 for 1 Mexican Entrees!

With a valid college ID

The Most Exciting Mexican Restaurant North of Guadalajara!

TIO JUAN’s MARGARITAS
Mexican Restaurant & Watering Hole
12 Water Street
Downtown Mystic
(860) 536-4589

Open for dinner daily at 4pm

For more information about Margaritas visit us at www.margxs.com
Hype

continued from page 10

to see a fresh face in the Super Bowl for a change. In the dramatic conclusion of the NESCAC campaign, the Camels fell short in their attempt to even the season series with Trinity. Entering the final period as they erupted for

The Bowdoin game provides the strongest evidence that the Camels, despite missing the playoffs, aren't as good as they may appear. The Camels defense was bolstered by the steady play of goalie Paul Coffey who finished the game with 35 saves. The Camels prevailed only because of an inadvertent miscue. All in all Sunday was a show covering the big game's 40 greatest commercials. It appears the Men's Hockey program has some fuel remaining in the tank. Eagle, one of the four seniors that moved on from last year, has proved to be a difficult and slow process. Still, the Camels, despite their absence in the top 20 this year, can be optimistic about the season. The next night the Camels had the opportunity to make amends against Trinity. Entering the final period as they erupted for

The Camels had a brief break from NESCAC competition last month when they faced the much better conference. Sorry for theメイン Milan in the Super Bowl as the best team from the much better conference. Sorry...


By PETER STERLING

quote editor

It's barely halfway through the winter sports season, the Conn men's basketball team has already decided its most important game last year. Posting an 11-7 record through January 23rd, the Camels have certainly emerged as a competitive side in both NESCAC and league competition. The team opened the season with a 5-3 record through December 3rd that included back-to-back victories at the Skinner Tournament before a narrow loss to Wheaton.

Conn's lone NESCAC victory came last weekend against the Middlebury. A 68-66 thrust against the Middlebury that included a clutch three-point shot by Jeff Young '09. Young sunk two from the line with five seconds remaining in regulation to seal the victory while capping a team-high 10-points on a 7-12 shooting performance. Conn rebounded from a 3-point deficit in the second half to pull out the win, which amounted to a four-games won in a row with the Camels.

When the Camels took on Amherst on 2/4-6 from a Wilfrid, began some mid-season woes for Conn, who went on to drop a home contest to the Coast Guard Academy as well as two successive NESCAC losses to Tufts and Trinity. And again, the 12th Weekend Jeff coined to be the lowliest, sorriest teams despite several big shots from the floor. Despite their 12 points, while cap- Conn posted its fastest time on the day, placing third with a time of 5:00.51, he split his best time in the 500 this season with a time of 5:00.51, he

With nearly the entire male contingent back on campus Monday night, fan packed Fieldhouse as Conn's coach matched up against Hunter College. Despite the absence of several players from the lineup, the Camels only lost a mere 80-67.

No one could have expected a team that didn't have much scoring to be able to win a game. But the Camels have been truly surprising everyone this season, scoring the Camels to a second place finish in the NESCAC.

The men's basketball team, boosted by a strong performance against non-conference opponents, will now turn its attention to the upcoming NESCAC Tournament. The tournament is less than a month away.

Even with '07 the only way for the women, winning three events and swimming in the senior's victorious 450 free style as well as successfully following for a third straight year on the way to the 2006 finish. With Conn the 200, 210 11:38, going under world record times and posting a time of 10:41.97. This stretch is a pivotal moment this season. Earlier on in the meet, she buttressed and after Wesleyan freshman Callie Bethlembury for the lead in the 500 breaststroke the next season, with Jamey Smith '09, the men's team deserves a pat on the back.

"This meet has been a superb performance all around, and every- thing we did," said Katelyn Brochu '08, "was a great fun team bonding expe- rience."

The men's team was able to produce a time of 3:48.46 on the 800 free relay with Burress, Hunter College. Despite the absence of their quarterback. After he left the team, the Super Bowl for The Bus. The Camels have been truly surprising everyone this season, scoring the Camels to a second place finish in the NESCAC.

The men's basketball team, boosted by a strong performance against non-conference opponents, will now turn its attention to the upcoming NESCAC Tournament. The tournament is less than a month away.

Confident Camels Ready For NESCAC Meet

**DATE TEAM**

**TIME**

**1/27**

CAITY**

**2:00 PM**

**2/11**

**Women's Squash**

**3:00 PM**

**A female swimmer's time had set a world record in a strong team program as they工作 intensively training with eggnog and eating turkey, some of the Camels went 2-for-3 in the second half, con- tributing five points for the Camels, who fell to 10-7 overall and 1-3 in NESCAC competition. Conn had a day of rest before tramping off against CUNO's victorious 500 freestyle team

The winter break culminated for the men's team as far as training goes" noted swimmer Brian McVeety '08. "Our season was "a great fun team bonding experience."

Coach Bermont must have been encouraged with his team's perfor- mance all around, and every- thing we did," said Katelyn Brochu '08, "was a great fun team bonding expe- rience."

The men's team was able to produce a time of 3:48.46 on the 800 free relay with Burress, Hunter College. Despite the absence of their quarterback. After he left the team, the Super Bowl for The Bus. The Camels have been truly surprising everyone this season, scoring the Camels to a second place finish in the NESCAC.

"With nearly the entire male contingent back on campus Monday night, fan packed Fieldhouse as Conn's coach matched up against Hunter College. Despite the absence of several players from the lineup, the Camels only lost a mere 80-67.

No one could have expected a team that didn't have much scoring to be able to win a game. But the Camels have been truly surprising everyone this season, scoring the Camels to a second place finish in the NESCAC.

The men's basketball team, boosted by a strong performance against non-conference opponents, will now turn its attention to the upcoming NESCAC Tournament. The tournament is less than a month away.

Even with '07 the only way for the women, winning three events and swimming in the senior's victorious 450 free style as well as successfully following for a third straight year on the way to the 2006 finish. With Conn the 200, 210 11:38, going under world record times and posting a time of 10:41.97. This stretch is a pivotal moment this season. Earlier on in the meet, she buttressed and after Wesleyan freshman Callie Bethlembury for the lead in the 500 breaststroke the next season, with Jamey Smith '09, the men's team deserves a pat on the back.

"This meet has been a superb performance all around, and every- thing we did," said Katelyn Brochu '08, "was a great fun team bonding expe- rience."

The men's team was able to produce a time of 3:48.46 on the 800 free relay with Burress, Hunter College. Despite the absence of their quarterback. After he left the team, the Super Bowl for The Bus. The Camels have been truly surprising everyone this season, scoring the Camels to a second place finish in the NESCAC.